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Genome-wide inbreeding estimation within Lebanese
communities using SNP arrays
This paper has been corrected since online publication and a corrigendum also appears in this issue

Nadine Jalkh1,2, Mourad Sahbatou3, Eliane Chouery1, André Megarbane*,1, Anne-Louise Leutenegger4,5

and Jean-Louis Serre2

Consanguineous marriages have been widely practiced in several global communities with varying rates depending on religion,

culture, and geography. In consanguineous marriages, parents pass to their children autozygous segments known as homozygous

by descent segments. In this study, single-nucleotide polymorphisms were analyzed in 165 unrelated Lebanese people from

Greek Orthodox, Maronite, Shiite and Sunni communities. Runs of homozygosity, total inbreeding levels, remote consanguinity,

and population admixture and structure were estimated. The inbreeding coefficient value was estimated to be 1.61% in offspring

of unrelated parents over three generations and 8.33% in offspring of first cousins. From these values, remote consanguinity

values, resulting from genetic drift or recurrent consanguineous unions, were estimated in offspring of unrelated and first-cousin

parents to be 0.61 and 1.2%, respectively. This remote consanguinity value suggests that for any unrelated marriages in

Lebanon, the mates could be related as third cousins or as second cousins once removed. Under the assumption that 25% of

marriages occur between first cousins, the mean inbreeding value of 2.3% may explain the increased incidence of recessive

disease in offspring. Our analysis reveals a common ancestral population in the four Lebanese communities we studied.
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INTRODUCTION

Consanguineous marriages encouraged by socio-cultural factors are
widely practiced around the world, particularly in the Middle East.1,2

First cousin unions, comprising 20–30% of all marriages, are the most
common form of consanguinity.1–3 In isolates or small isolated
populations, the genetic drift and the choice of mates are responsible
for the ‘remote’ consanguinity (RC) and the ‘apparent’ or ‘immediate’
consanguinity,4 respectively, which are combined within the mean
inbreeding coefficient (F).4

Currently, both mathematical and biological methods are used to
estimate the F in a population. A mathematical calculation using the
Malécot formula applied to genealogies, as well as consanguineous
marriage statistics from previous studies, led to an F-value of 1.56%
for a Lebanese population.3,7–9 Using biological methodologies, an F
estimation was first calculated using a microsatellite panel and FEstim
algorithm and was then improved using genome-wide single-nucleo-
tide polymorphism (SNP) chip-based advanced algorithms.5,6 These
estimations were based on the genotyping of a large number of genetic
markers to infer the individual genomic proportion that is homo-
zygous by descent (HBD). Two parameters were then calculated; the
proportion of genomic HBD and the average length of the HBD
segments, which are the indicators of the inbreeding and the age of
common ancestors, respectively.5,7

Herein, we report an alternative way to measure genomic homo-
zygosity (GH), through the counting of runs of homozygosity (ROH),
to calculate HBD and subsequently to estimate RC. This ROH

approach does not require SNP frequencies, which are essential for
the FEstim approach. Therefore, it is of interest to compare HBD
estimates made using these two genome-wide approaches.
The ROH approach was applied to samples stratified under the

criteria of consanguinity and religious status because the Lebanese
population is divided into different religious communities within
which numerous consanguineous marriages occur.8 This approach
was carried out to estimate and compare ROH profiles, HBD, RC
values and evaluate possible common ancestry.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Subjects and comparative datasets
A total of 165 DNA samples were stratified into four subpopulations based on
religion: 72 Christians (25 Greek Orthodox (GO) and 47 Maronite (MA)) and
93 Muslims (55 Shiite (SH) and 38 Sunni (SU)). Subjects in each of the four
groups were further subdivided into two classes according to whether their
parents were first cousins (FCO) (53 samples) or unrelated (URO) (112
samples) (Table 1).
Approval to conduct the study was obtained from the Ethics Committee of

Saint-Joseph University-Lebanon and the French State administration (CNIL:
Commission Nationale Informatique et Libertés). Informed consent was
obtained from all participants. DNA was extracted from lymphocytes using
standard methods.9

Comparative data (132 samples) were obtained from panmictic samples
extracted from the HapMap 3 consortium data, the CEU (northwest European
derived population from Utah, USA) and the TSI (Tuscans from Italy)
populations.10
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A second comparative data set was obtained from the Human
Genome Diversity Panel (HGDP-CEPH), containing 938 unrelated individuals
originating from 51 global populations.11–13

DNA arrays
Genotyping was performed using the Affymetrix Genome-Wide Human SNP
Array 6.0 (Affymetrix, Santa Clara, CA, USA) (90 samples) and the Affymetrix
Cytogenetic 2.7M Whole-Genome Microarrays (Affymetrix) (75 samples)
according to the manufacturer’s protocol.
The SNP6.0 array contains 1.8M probes (906 600 SNPs and 946 000 non-

polymorphic markers) and captures 82% of all HapMap 2 variations with
r2≥ 0.8 in CEU samples.14 The Cyto 2.7M contains 2.7 million non-
polymorphic markers and 400 000 SNPs.
Using these two types of arrays was reasonable because they were found to be

equally well suited to detect ROH.15 However, because these arrays differ in
SNP density, they might differ in the total length of genomic ROH provided.
To investigate this issue, nine DNA samples were simultaneously genotyped
with both arrays. The total length of genomic ROH of the 75 Cyto 2.7M
samples differed by a fixed correction factor of 1.39 and 1.3 for FCO and URO,
respectively. The data from the two types of arrays were then combined and
analyzed together after adjustment with the corresponding correction factor.

ROH analyses and genomic homozygosity estimation
Chromosome Analysis Suite (ChAS) v1.0.1 (Affymetrix) and Affymetrix
Genotyping Console (GTC4.0) (Affymetrix) were used for the analysis of the
Cytogenetic 2.7M and the Genome-Wide Human SNP Array 6.0 data,
respectively. Loss of heterozygosity regions, extracted from both types of arrays,
were considered as ROH and were analyzed with Microsoft Excel (Microsoft,
Redmond, WA, USA). The sizes of the various ROH regions were calculated
using the physical position of the SNPs at the start and at the end of each region.
The individual ROH distributions were studied using two different analyses.
The first analysis was performed to compare ROH distributions between

Lebanese communities and European populations (Figure 1). The average total
length of the genomic ROH estimated only from SNP6.0 was organized into six
classes based on size as described by Kirin et al16 because the Illumina 650Y
(Illumina, San Diego, CA, USA) used by these authors contains as many SNPs
as SNP6.0. In each size class, the average total length ROH was calculated for
the URO or FCO within each religious subgroup.
The second analysis was performed to provide a better estimation of the

observed GH within communities as well as between URO and FCO. The
individual total ROH estimated either from the SNP6.0 or Cyto2.7M arrays
were combined using the correction factor previously calculated.

For the calculation of the observed GH percentages in each individual, the

sizes of the ROH regions greater than 1.5Mb (excluding the sex chromosomes)

were summed and then divided by the total autosomal length (2.867.766 kb for

hg18).17 To avoid underestimation of the GH and the RC inflation of GH

measurements, a 1.5Mb threshold was defined. Indeed, McQuillan et al18

recommend that a≥ 1.5Mb threshold be applied to ROH measurements for

the identity by descent percentage estimation. They state that all ROH shorter

than this 1.5 Mb cutoff reflect linkage disequilibrium patterns of ancient origin

rather than the effects of more recent endogamy and parental relatedness.
To study the shared ROH regions between individuals and communities, the

ROH regions generated from the SNP6.0 arrays were aligned using the custom

tracks tool in the UCSC Genome Bioinformatics Site (http://genome.ucsc.edu).

ROH regions were defined by an uninterrupted sequence of ≥ 50 homozygous

SNP markers and a minimum size of 3Mb. Shared regions between individuals

from different religious groups were analyzed and classified by size and by

community.

Homozygosity estimation using FEstim
For the 90 samples genotyped by Affymetrix SNP6.0 arrays, the inbreeding

coefficients (F) were estimated using maximum likelihood with a hidden

Markov model approach implemented in FEstim using submaps.5,6

Table 1 Mean individual values of consanguinity in religious subpopulations based on their individual status

DNA-chips Observed GH (%) Consanguinity (%)

Community Status

Sample

size

Cyto2.7M

arrays

SNP6.0

arrays

Min.

value

Max.

value

Mean

value

Standard

error HBDa RC

GO URO 19 6 13 1.03 4.64 1.5 0.99 0.5 0.5

FCO 6 1 5 5.25 8.9 6.8 1.58 5.8 0.0

MA URO 35 20 15 0.64 6.9 1.8 1.58 0.8 0.8

FCO 12 3 9 0.74 14.6 7.3 4.11 6.3 0.053

SH URO 34 21 13 0.55 8.1 1.6 1.98 0.6 0.6

FCO 21 11 10 2.38 14.8 8.5 4.43 7.5 1.3

SU URO 24 10 14 0.24 4.11 1.5 1.19 0.5 0.5

FCO 14 3 11 5.08 13.99 9.3 3.24 8.4 2.3

Total URO 112 57 55

FCO 53 18 35

Weighted means URO 1.61 0.19 0.61 0.61

FCO 8.33 1.15 7.36 1.2

Abbreviations: FCO, first-cousin offspring; GO, Greek Orthodox; GH, genomic homozygosity; HBD, homozygosity by descent; MA, Maronite; RC: remote consanguinity; SH, Shiite; SU, Sunni; URO,
unrelated offspring.
aCalculated from observed GH with GHpp estimated at 1%.
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Figure 1 Lebanese and European distribution of ROH. The average total
length of genomic ROH classified by length is plotted for each Lebanese
religious subpopulation versus the European group. In each length category,
columns 2–5 and columns 6–9 represent URO and FCO samples,
respectively.
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All genotyped individuals had call rates ≥ 95%. After quality control checks
requiring SNP call rates≥ 95%, a Hardy–Weinberg P-value≤ 10− 7 and SNP
minor allele frequency of ≥ 5%, a total of 646 200 SNPs remained for FEstim
analysis.

Total and remote consanguinity estimations
To take into account the baseline homozygosity present in every population,
the GH value observed in the Lebanese samples was corrected by the baseline
value (GHpp) estimated in 132 controls extracted from panmictic populations
(HapMap 3). HBD was then calculated using the probability equation
(1-GH)= (1-GHpp) (1-HBD).19

The RC of the URO samples was directly estimated from their HBD value,
and the RC of the FCO samples was calculated by partitioning the HBD
value following the (1-HBD)= (1-RC) (1-1/16) equation because only 1/16 of
the genome is expected to be homozygous due to their parental kinship.
Means values for GH, HBD and RC in the FCO and URO samples were

calculated by weighting the mean individual values of each religious community
by their own relative frequency in the present population (GO: 1/12—MA: 3/12
—SU: 4/12—SH: 4/12).

Population structure
Samples genotyped with Affymetrix SNP6.0 arrays were compared with those of
938 individuals from the HGDP-CEPH panel genotyped with Illumina650Y
using principal component analysis (PCA). This analysis was performed using
the software SmartPCA on 19 061 SNPs common to the datasets.20

RESULTS

Identified ROH
Among the 90 samples analyzed with SNP6.0 array (55 URO, 35
FCO), a total of 772 ROH (21% in URO and 79% in FCO) were
observed. ROHs lengths ranged from 3.01 to 52.57Mb (7.54±
6.57Mb) in URO and from 3 to 57.64Mb (12.13± 10.13Mb) in
FCO, which is consistent with the inbred status of FCO.
Among the 55 URO individuals, a total of 161 ROHs were found

43Mb in length with a minimum of 50 markers. The longest track
identified in the 55 URO individuals was 52.57Mb, which is much
greater than the 27.32 and 17.91Mb previously described by Li et al21

and Gibson et al,22 respectively. These long tracts of homozygosity
were frequently observed in our cohort and are due to RC resulting
from consanguineous marriages going back more than three
generations.

Distribution of ROH regions between Lebanese communities and
comparison with European populations
The average total length of genome ROH in each size category showed
no significant difference between the URO samples in the four
Lebanese communities (Figure 1). This demonstrates no genomic
difference between these four subpopulations in the distribution
of ROH.
The lack of difference in the distribution of ROH reflects the

‘memory’ of demographic and genetic history in a population. Our
observation is consistent with the supposed common anthropological
origin of all Lebanese, their demographic history, and their practice of
marriage between relatives.
The observed ROH distribution in FCO was different between

Christians and Muslims, (particularly 8–16Mb ROH) indicating that
first-cousin unions are mostly sporadic in Christian communities but
recurrent in Muslim communities (Figure 1).
The distribution of Lebanese ROHs41Mb was significantly more

frequent than in the European populations (Figure 1). This indicates a
high level of homozygosity resulting from marriages between relatives
that frequently occur in Lebanon, but that rarely occur in Europe.16

This ROH comparison showed that a moderate proportion of
homozygosity (ROH 2–4Mb) corresponds to an ancient parental
relatedness as a result of genetic drift or recurrent consanguineous
unions. Consequently, the largest fraction of GH observed in URO as
well as in FCO (ROH 48Mb) corresponds to recent parental
relatedness going back more than three generations (Figure 1).

Genomic homozygosity, total and remote consanguinity in URO
Observed GH percentages were calculated from both types of arrays
and combined using each array correction factor value (Table 1).
The individual GH means for URO in the four communities were

nearly identical. The weighted mean for the whole population was
found to be 1.61%, a value similar to the observed means in
endogamous Dalmatians and Orcadians (1.3 and 1.1%, respec-
tively).18

The baseline GH GHpp value was measured in outbred panmictic
populations (CEU and TSI). This observed value of GHpp (1%)
allowed us to then correct the observed GH values in the Lebanese
population to infer the HBD and the RC values in URO (Table 1). The
RC value observed in Lebanese URO, was roughly equal to 0.61%,
corresponding to ~ 1/163. This value suggests that for any unrelated
marriages in Lebanon, the mates could be related as third cousins
(1/256) or second cousins once removed (1/128).

Genomic homozygosity, total and remote consanguinity in FCO
HBD values are expected to be higher than 6.25% within FCO due to
RC, but this was observed only in the Muslim communities (Table 1).
Indeed, higher RC values were observed within Muslim FCO (1.3 and
2.3%) when compared with those of URO (0.6 and 0.5%). In
addition, RC values were not observed in Christian communities
(Table 1). The difference observed between Muslims and Christians
was not due to low sample size because RC was similar within URO in
the four communities.
These findings are consistent with the fact that first-cousin unions

are mostly sporadic in Christian communities but are recurrent in
Muslim communities. Therefore, in Christian communities, the RC
value within FCO samples was masked by the larger variance of HBD
within FCO samples when compared with URO. On the contrary, due
to recurrent unions between relatives in Muslim families, significantly
higher RC values in FCO than in URO were expected.

Genomic homozygosity, total and remote consanguinity in the
whole population
Mean weighted values for GH, HBD and RC in URO and FCO
allowed us to compare our observed results with previously published
data (Table 1). Under the assumption that 25% of the unions in
Lebanon are between first cousins, HBD values (Table 1) lead to an
estimated F mean value equal to 2.3%, a much higher percentage than
the previously estimated (1.56%).3,23–25

Homozygosity estimation using FEstim
Among the 90 individuals, 48 had an inbreeding coefficient
F significantly different than zero (Figure 2). In fact, we found that
33 of 34 FCO individuals and 14 of 55 (25%) URO individuals were
inbred. Among these inbred individuals, FCO had, on average, a higher
F-value when compared with URO, but there was some overlap in the
lower values (0.7–15.8% vs 0.6–7.5%, respectively). URO individuals
identified as inbred were present in all communities (four SH, four
MA, three GO, and three SU). The lowest and the highest F-values for
FCO were found in the GO and SH communities, respectively.
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The mean F-values, weighted by communities, were equal to 8.2 and
0.7% for FCO and URO, respectively (Table 1). Because FEstim relies
on SNP frequencies, there is no need to correct the baseline GH. Thus,
FEstim results are directly comparable to the HBD results of the ROH
method (Table 1). For instance, the RC values for URO individuals
(0.73%) can be directly compared with the value previously obtained
from the ROH method (0.61%). Under the assumption that 25% of
marriages occur between first cousins, the mean population inbreeding
coefficient is 2.6% which is similar to but slightly higher than the
estimate obtained from the ROH method (2.3%).

Shared individual ROH regions and population structure
Of the ROH regions shared by several individuals, individuals from the
same community shared 9.6% of these regions and 90.4% were shared
by individuals of two or more religious communities (Table 2). The
mean size of the ROHs shared by two subpopulations was greater than
that shared by three subpopulations, which was also greater than that
shared by four subpopulations. These findings suggest that the ROHs
identified in the four Lebanese subpopulations were inherited from a
common ancestral population. Indeed, under the hypothesis that the
size of the shared ROHs reflects its date of origin, partially inbred
subpopulations known to be geographically and religiously isolated for
centuries and resulting in recurrent crossing-over explain the fact that
the mean size of the overlapping ROHs are inversely proportional to
the number of communities sharing these blocks (Table 2).
A PCA confirmed that all individuals were of Middle-Eastern origin

(Figure 3a). Within the Middle Easter populations (Figure 3b),
samples from the SU community overlapped the most with Palesti-
nians from the central region of Israel and slightly with the Bedouins
from the Negev region of Israel. Samples from the GO community
slightly overlapped with the Druze of Northern Israel. Within
Lebanon, no clear separation was detected between communities
(Figure 3b), but overlaps within each community (Christian and
Muslim) were found as noted by Haber et al.8 Such results are
consistent with the common ancestry illustrated by the shared ROH
previously mentioned.

DISCUSSION

Using genomic information, we studied inbreeding levels, RC, and
population admixture within the Lebanese population.
The inaccuracy of genealogical data and the fact that the calculated

value is only an expected quantity with respect to the genealogy is the
rationale behind using genome-wide analysis. This allowed us to
obtain a more accurate estimation of the level of inbreeding in the
Lebanese population.6 In previous studies, F was estimated using
Malécot’s formula applied to sociological data from first cousin
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Figure 2 FEstim inbreeding coefficient estimates for the 90 Lebanese
samples, composed of 35 first cousin’s offspring (FCO) and 55 offspring of
unrelated parents (URO). Each community is represented by a different
color: GO: Greek Orthodox, MA: Maronite, SH: Shiite, SU: Sunni. The blue
line represents the limit of F significantly different from zero.

Table 2 Shared ROH regions between religious subgroups

Communities sharing either a

specific or a common ROH

Number of

shared ROH

% of shared

ROH

% of ROH shared

among communities

Mean size of shared

ROH (Mb)/communities

Weighted mean size (Mb)/Number

of communities sharing ROH

SU 56 4.5

9.6

8.750

8.617
MA 28 2.2 7.144

SH 31 2.5 9.418

GO 6 0.5 10.105

SH–GO 42 3.3

46.8

9.377

8.057
SH–MA 119 9.5 7.865

MA–GO 41 3.3 9.812

SH–SU 160 12.7 7.893

MA–SU 135 10.7 8.563

GO–SU 91 7.2 6.518

SH–MA–GO 42 3.3

32.5

7.146

5.524
SH–GO–SU 95 7.6 4.777

SH–MA–SU 205 16.3 5.939

MA–GO–SU 67 5.3 4.298

SH–MA–GO–SU 139 11.1 11.1 4.490 4.490

Total 1257 100

Abbreviations: GO, Greek Orthodox; MA, Maronite; ROH, runs of homozygosity; SH, Shiite; SU, Sunni.
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unions. Based on the assumption that 25% of marriages occur
between first cousins, F was found to be equal to 1.56%.22–24 Under
the same assumption, the ROH method and FEstim estimated F equal
to 2.3 and 2.6%, respectively; these values are significantly higher than
what was previously found (1.56%). Therefore, these genome-wide
findings lead to the inclusion of Lebanon in the group of Middle
Eastern countries that show high levels of inbreeding.
The estimates of F showed marginal differences between the

two genome-wide approaches. The FEstim approach relies on SNP
frequencies that can be problematic to estimate, especially if the
studied population size is small or if it is not well represented in
reference panels. In this case, ROH would be a better approach
because the ROH size threshold is well defined in the studied
population.
The RC found within all URO in Lebanon is roughly equal to

0.61%, suggesting that for any ‘unrelated’ marriages in Lebanon the
mates could actually be related as third cousins or as second cousins
once removed. Moreover, subpopulation differences were observed
with higher RC values detected among Muslims FCO, most likely due
to preferential and recurrent FC marriages in some families. Among
Christians, consanguineous unions are more sporadic, but Muslim
communities were found to be heterogeneous with some subentities
strongly inbred and others almost panmictic. Thus, our analyses of
ROH, HBD, and RC in the Lebanese population indicate a more
recent rather than ancient relatedness.
Because the RC value we found multiplies the risk of rare recessive

diseases by 60 (allelic frequencies of 10− 4 versus panmictic risk of
10− 8), this explains the prevalence of such diseases in Lebanon, not
only in offspring of related couples but also among offspring of
unrelated couples.
With recessive diseases, calculating expected proportion of homo-

zygous or compound heterozygous patients or frequencies of patho-
genic alleles can now be performed using the Ten Kate et al equation
using an accurate rate of F. For instance, compared with the previous
F-value (1.56%), the present F-value (2.3%) increases the frequency of

an autosomal recessive disease by 11.42%. Ranking the prevalence of
autosomal recessive disorders will have social and clinical relevance as
well as it will allow the setting up of priorities for genetic testing at the
population level.26,27

The presence of admixture in the current Lebanese subpopulations
and PCA results inferred a genomic relationship. In fact, all Lebanese
communities share similarities between each other and within the
Middle-Eastern populations, regardless of religion status. This can be
explained by the ancient history of the region despite geographical
isolation and socio-cultural factors.
Recent studies have established guidelines that reduce the occur-

rence of false-positive and false-negative results in assigning parental
relatedness of a proband on the basis of genomic testing that
detects ROH.28,29 In the present study, we provide new strategies that
overcome those errors by stratifying the studied population into
inbred status (URO vs FCO) and estimating RC by taking into account
the average basic value of GH associated with various panmictic
populations.
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